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propork-coloring of undivostoch
-

6 =CV, E) is a function
C:V- 31,2, ..., K3 assigning
one of "colors"to the

rethtices of G

sit. ((n) * ((v) for amys
odgO arEE.

3Color:Given graph G=(V,E),
does ithave a proper?Toning?
3CdoveNP: What is C?



Claim:3Color is in NP-complete.
Proof:Reduce from 3SAT.

We're given a SCNF I.
We'll build some gets.

1) gadget!
A triangle: ⑦

Any risenbringsame
X as before

colors, true, False, other. I

2) Variablo gadget:
a !



3) Clause gadget: Use the
literal vertices

Cav6rI) - from step 2:
vertox T

·-⑧-8 unique
J

Gree
Any proper 3-color of the
gadotassign's T's color

to one on more of a, 6,000.
I vice versa.



that's 6.

Claim:I is sat. i5s

6 has a proper 3-coloning
Proof:EUse the literals
colored as I to sat. I



->True literals get t
color & Falso ones gotF.color.
Color clause gadgets as
hooded.

For
any k=3, KColor is
NP-complete.

Min Color is NP-bard.



Alonianicydo in
a graph visits eachex
exactly once.

(Visit each edge exactly
once for an Enlorian Town)

Directed AamCycle:Given
directed O:CV, E). Does

6 contain a Hamiltonian

cycle?
In NP.

Also NP-complete.
Calorian Tour -P)



Reduce from Vertex Cover.

Given undirected 6 t
an integer 1. Is there
a vertexcover of size I?

Build graph H...



Edge padogot:
are6 -

four vertices in A

Cusv, in), Cu,v, outs,
Cr, n, in), IV, w, out)

a six edges in A

(u,v,in) -(u,v,out)
lu,v, in)(v,n,in)
Cr,w, in)

->Cr, w, out)

Ju,v, out(r, m,out)



Ways through describes how

to cover aV.

Vortexpadget.
verfox w in 6-

sayw has a neighbors
Vs, Va. ... VI
Add edge (a, Vi- out)-
in A Cu, Vi,in) freed



Called a chain.

Add k cover vertices
-

Xo, X., ..., X,-t edges

Xi(u, v, in) for all
vertic I,

(a, VI, out) - Xi

6

H



Suppose there is a vortex

COVON W., , ..., U,-1
There is cycle ...
For each is530, ...,k-13

XiYtwis", in) T...
...
>

(wi,,out)X
ik

Suppose Ia Aam cyclo C...
Undirected Ham Cyclo

6NP-complete
(Un) directed Ham Path =Nimolote



=>Longest (Simple) Path
is NO-hard



Subsot Sum:Given a sat
X of positive integers t
a an integer t. Is there
a subset of X summing
to T?

in NP
in NP-complete...
Reduce from Vertex Cover,

Given undirected 6 =(V,E)
2 integer K.



Edge gadgets:Number
odges from 0 to IE)-1.

X gets 6:= 4

Vertexgadgets:
For each vertexv

IE i
X gots a,i =4

+94
i
=0(u)
↑

incident
&dgog

+ii. p(E), y2.4:.
i =8

O(E2) time reduction



T =2222224

Suppose O has avertexcover
C of size k.

X, =
=

a, for each ver

26 for each edge
i
covered exactly
-

OnC&
-



Other direct in

But there's a

O(n) time aly?
pseudo-poly time.

Subset Sum is weakly -
NP-hard.

Uses exponentially large
numbers.

other examples wire ugly
NP-bard.
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